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Abstract
Active safety vehicle systems are continuously being researched to make vehicles
safer to drive. Active steering is a new active safety system that involves controlling
the vehicle steering angle during the vehicle’s loss of stability. The steering signal,
which an active steering system intervenes with, is brought to study in this thesis.
Using a pulsed signal instead of a constant signal as the output of an active steering
system arises new areas to study. This thesis focuses on the effect that the different
pulse parameters have on the yaw and roll dynamics of a passenger vehicle. The
parameters of a pulse consist of its frequency, amplitude, and pattern.
Simulations were done with different vehicle models in different simulation soft-
wares to assess the effect that each of the pulse parameters has on the vehicle
dynamics. These simulation softwares include DynaFlexPro, Matlab/Simulink and
Adams/Car. In addition, a whole test bed was designed and assembled to carry
out Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) simulation experiments involving active steering
systems. The test bed was used to firstly validate the results obtained from the
simulations, and secondly to assess the applicability of a pulsed active steering sys-
tem. Conclusions of the obtained results as well as future work are mentioned at
the end of this thesis.
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Some consider vehicles to be weapons of mass destruction if not operated and used
correctly. To drive a chunk of mass of around one tonne in weight requires a lot of
safety measures to make it affable to fit in any city. Car accidents are statistically
in the top ten causes of death in the U.S.A as stated by CDC (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention) [2]. That is why governments, as well as other institutions
are placing higher demands for vehicle safety on the automotive industry. Active
safety control systems are regularly being researched to optimize their efficiency to
prevent all kinds of accidents to occur. Not all car accidents initiate from the same
problem, but the loss of car handling and stability is certainly considered to be a
main cause of car accidents.
Different active safety control systems have different roles. As well, some of
them are still in the introductory phase in the automotive market or are still being
researched whereas others are considered to be a mandatory requirement for any
new car model.
Starting this year, 2009, the National Highway Traffic Safety Authority (NHTSA)
is carrying out a plan to make Electronic Stability Control (ESC) a mandatory re-
quirement by the year 2012 on all passenger vehicles in the United States. ESC is
an active safety system that improves vehicle stability by monitoring and prevent-
ing skids as well as other forms of instability. It does so by controlling independent
brake forces on each tire as well as (not always) the engine throttle. ESC systems
are named differently amongst automotive companies. Electronic Stability Pro-
gram (ESP) (such as in Audi, Mercedes, Volkswagen models), Dynamic Stability
Control (DSC) (such as in BMW, Mazda models) are examples of ESC systems
given a trademark name.
An intensive study has shown that by making ESC systems mandatory on all
passenger vehicles car accidents will be reduced significantly. The study shows a
potential of decreasing all single-vehicle crashes by a significant amount of 34%, as
well as reducing all rollover crashes by 71%.
Although ESC systems show that they will have a positive impact on reducing
car accidents, research has shown that the active safety system will be weak, or have
1
a low effect if any, in preventing car accidents in certain driving circumstances. By
having the brakes and engine throttle monitored by ESC, the only other input
variable that is not yet monitored is the driver’s steering input. There are many
circumstances that the driver wrongly controls the steering of the vehicle such as
how to deal with oversteering during a driving maneuver (which requires a great
deal of driving experience) or when to limit the steering wheel angle to prevent
rollover from taking place. Such reasoning introduced a new active safety system:
Active steering.
Active steering adjusts the steering angle of the vehicle by adding a controlled
steering angle to the driver’s steering input. The active system will only operate
during extreme conditions to prevent instability of the vehicle. Active steering
systems are currently installed in some passenger car, such as BMW’s 5-series,
although they are used for other purposes alongside vehicle stability (such as vari-
able steering ratio) [16]. In the context of vehicle dynamic stability, active steering
deals explicitly with preventing the fatal incident of a rollover as well as reducing
the deviation of a vehicle from its desired path.
This research is to assess the effect as well as the applicability of having a pulse
active steering controller signal. The idea is analogous to that of an ABS (Anti-lock
Braking System). Once ABS is engaged the braking force becomes pulsed which
research has shown to have more benefits when compared to conventional braking
systems.
This research was divided into two major parts. The first part was to assess the
effect of the new pulse phenomena through state-of-the-art simulation softwares.
Various vehicle models as well as different simulation softwares were used in this
approach. The effects pulse active steering had on the yaw as well as the roll
dynamics of the vehicle were observed. Furthermore, the sole effect of each of the
pulse’s parameters; amplitude, frequency, and pulse pattern had on the vehicle
dynamics were assessed.
The second part was to assess the applicability of the active safety system by
building a test bed for a Hardware-in-the-Loop simulation experiment. The test
bed consists of a steering system that allows two steering inputs to be added or
subtracted from each other as shown in Figure 1.1. The test bed was designed
such that it accommodates future work relating to active steering. This was an
important part of this project and therefore some design aspects of the various
subsystems will be presented. Values obtained from simulations were used to help
size components used in the test bed. The test bed was designed such that a
user could drive the virtual vehicle model and a pulsed active steering controller
would intervene during instable situations. The experiment was used to verify the
simulation results as well as to show the applicability of pulse active steering.
2




This chapter presents the background knowledge to this research project. The
literature review as well as an introduction to the different simulation software
used will be presented in separate sections.
2.1 Literature Review
2.1.1 Vehicle Stability Active Systems
The purpose of a vehicle stability active system is primarily, but not limited, to
produce a compensating torque for yaw and roll disturbances. The method in which
this is achieved could vary but at the end the active system should be dependable
and efficient. As stated in [20], the main objectives of any stability active system
in vehicles is to respond in the range of the driver’s reaction time to prevent loss of
vehicle control as well as follow the driver’s desired path of travel.
One of the first active stability control system that made it to the automotive
market and is found in all passenger cars today is the Antilock Braking System
(ABS). ABS prevents the wheels of the vehicle to lock by giving pulsed break
signals to all four wheels. This will allow the driver to keep steering control under
heavy breaking and in some cases shorten breaking distances. Although ABS has
gained worldwide acceptance and is today considered to be a mandatory option in
vehicles, its effect covers a small portion of all vehicle instability cases.
The Electronic Stability Control system (ESC) as well was an early stability
active system to be introduced. This stability control system was feasible and
did not require any major hardware alterations than that already existing in the
vehicle because it uses the components of the ABS. ESC operates by giving out
independent braking signals to each wheel as well as controlling the engine throttle
so that a compensating torque is produced for yaw disturbances. It also showed
positive results in lowering the possibility of the vehicle to rollover in extreme driv-
ing maneuvers. The work of S.Horiuchi [14] shows the great results of using this
4
 
Figure 2.1: A µ-split road with and without active steering (left is without active
steering control)
active system but also highlights its limitations in certain conditions. Research is
being done to improve ESC regularly to overcome these limitations. The depen-
dence of the active system improved with research but has not yet reached complete
dependence for all kinds of driving situations.
By having ESC using the engine throttle and the braking system for stability, the
only other system that is available and not yet used for active stability is the steering
system. The active safety system for steering is commonly known as active steering.
Active steering was first introduced in the late 1960’s. Kasselmann and Keranen
[15] designed an active control system that measures the yaw rate by a gyroscope
and uses proportional feedback to generate an additional steering input for all four
wheels. Although this first study was done on a four-wheel steering vehicle, other
studies emerged focusing on rear-wheel and front wheel steering vehicles. These
studies found that active steering will have a positive effect on both yaw and roll
stability.
Many authors started comparing between active rear steering (ARS), active
front steering (AFS) and four-wheel steering systems (4WS). In addition, other
authors, such as A.Masato [3], started comparing between active steering and ESC
and studying the effect of combining both active systems together. Although the
ESC does show great results in gaining the vehicle both yaw and roll stability,
the addition of active steering control will only improve the efficiency of the active
safety systems.
There are driving conditions where the ESC will not be efficient. Ackermann [5]
shows the advantages of using active steering control and what it has to offer that
ESC cannot. He presented possible cases where ESC will not prevent the vehicle
from losing control whereas active steering will. Consider a µ-split road as shown
in Figure 2.1. A µ-split situation is when the friction coefficients on the left tires
are significantly different from that on the right tires.
Consider the right side of the vehicle to have no friction with the road. By using









Figure 2.2: Overview of active steering concept
both ESC and active steering the vehicle is kept more stable and the possibility of
sliding is lowered.
To summarize, Ackermann stated that combining both active steering and ESC
will surpass the limitations that appear if one of the two mentioned active systems
is used alone. Similarly, Nagai [23] proposed a study to see the effect of combining
active steering and ESC compared to using ESC alone. He concluded that the
vehicle dynamics can be much improved by the integrated control system (ESC
and active steering) compared with the ESC only. The integrated control system
also showed greater robustness to make the actual vehicle response to follow the
desired path of travel.
In 1996, E. Ono et al. [24] showed that a simple active front wheel steering
(AFS) controller via robust control strategy was capable of improving the yaw
rate in a vehicle spin situation. Furthermore, Y. Hirano [13] proposed active rear
steering (ARS) via robust control strategy as another method for improving vehicle
handling. A year later, W. Sienel [27] proposed another AFS method via estimation
of cornering stiffness. Since the late 1990s, many other similar research activities
in either active front [20] [12], or rear steering [19] have been presented.
2.1.2 Active Steering Control
To start with, a brief explanation of the active system’s operation will be presented.
When the vehicle starts to sense the likeliness of loss of stability, a controlled
steering angle input is added to the driver’s steering input so that the tires are
aligned in a way that it would prevent extreme loss of yaw or roll stability.
Figure 2.2 shows a simple control system for an active front steering system.
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Vehicle Yaw Dynamics Vehicle Roll Dynamics
States affecting yaw States affecting yaw States affecting roll
dynamics only and roll dynamics dynamics only
Yaw rate Lateral acceleration Roll rate
Longitudinal acceleration Vertical acceleration
Table 2.1: Degrees of freedom affecting the yaw and roll dynamics of the vehicle
Vehicle dynamic sensors embedded in the vehicle constantly monitor the vehicle
dynamics to sense for any yaw or roll disturbances. Once any disturbance is ob-
served by the sensors, a signal is fed into the main controller, which is the Engine
Control Unit (ECU), that controls the actuator to intervene in the steering input
to the vehicle to produce the required dynamic response.
The dynamics of the vehicle that need to be monitored depends on whether roll
dynamics or yaw dynamics are of concern. Some vehicle’s states affect both the
yaw and roll dynamics such as the lateral acceleration of the vehicle. Table 2.1
shows the vehicle’s states that affect the yaw and roll dynamics.
All these dynamic states correspond to the center of gravity of the sprung mass
of the vehicle. Therefore the sensors used should measure or estimate the dynamic
variable at the center of mass. As for the actuator, authors explained that active
steering does not necessarily have to wait for steer-by-wire to be implemented.
Kramer [17] proposed that for an active front steering system, the actuator could
be placed along the steering column such that the control system’s intervention is
a rotational motion of the steering column (position (1) in Figure 2.3). However,
Kasselmann [15] proposed that the actuator is to be placed at the steering rack
such that the actuator intervenes with a lateral motion (position (2) in Figure 2.3).
As for designing the control system, authors usually design the control system for
the yaw motion separately from that of the roll motion. Therefore each of them
will be explained separately here.
Yaw motion control by active steering
The active system continuously monitors the longitudinal velocity, steering input of
the driver, and the vehicle’s yaw rate. By using the longitudinal velocity as well as
the steering input the controller is able to evaluate the desired path of travel of the
driver. The desired path is then compared with the actual path of travel measured
by the yaw rate sensors. If there is a difference more that a certain threshold, the
controller generates the additional steering angle to be added to compensate for
yaw disturbances [18].
As mentioned in Table 2.1, the yaw dynamics of the vehicle depend on the
yaw rate as well as the lateral motion of the vehicle. In [4], a steering control
7
Figure 2.3: Possible locations for active steering actuator
method was presented which achieves robust unilateral decoupling of the vehicle’s
yaw and lateral motion, i.e. the yaw rate is no longer observable from the lateral
acceleration. Remarkable about this method is that the decoupling property holds
robustly despite varying operation conditions such as speed, mass of the vehicle,
and uncertain road conditions. So far, it provides an advantageous separation of
two basic tasks being under the responsibility of the driver: path following and
disturbance attenuation. With the robust steering control, the first task is left to
the driver but the latter is managed by the active steering system [6]. This makes
driving a car easier and provides safety advantages. This method was verified in
driving experiments in [7].
Vehicle rollover avoidance by active steering
Driving situations, which can directly induce vehicle rollover, are excessive speed
when entering a curve, severe lane change, obstacle avoidance maneuvers or distur-
bance impacts like side wind gusts. The possibility of a vehicle to rollover greatly
depends on the ratio of the track width to the height of the center of gravity, and
this is confirmed by accident statistics. A rollover coefficient, R, serves as an in-
dicator of the possibility of a rollover to take place [5]. The stable range of R is
between [-1,1]. For R to be equal to 1 or -1 means the vehicle’s left or right wheels
have, or are about to, lose contact with the ground. R depends on the ratio of the
track width and the height of the center of gravity as well as other dynamic states
of the center of gravity of the vehicle’s sprung mass.
Usually studies on rollover prevention are done by using the integrated control
system that consists of active steering and ESC. Tilman et al. [28] use a control
system that consists of three feedback loops; emergency active steering, ESC, and
normal active steering using a PD controller. This is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Rollover controller structure
In Figure 2.4, δ with its respective subscripts correspond to various steering
commands. As well p with its corresponding subscripts correspond to various brak-
ing commands. φ̇ and υ correspond to the roll rate and the lateral velocity of
the vehicle respectively. h is a geometry parameter corresponding to the distance
between the roll axis and the sprung mass center of mass. Continuous operation
steering control refers to active steering with a PD controller.
When the vehicle is about to rollover this means that the magnitude of R is
approaching 1. When this occurs the rollover avoidance is given priority over ideal
lane keeping (i.e. following driver’s desired path of travel). To emphasize, to
drive the sharpest curve which is physically possible, maximum lateral acceleration
must be applied and the feasible lateral acceleration is limited by rollover. The
relevant boundary is reached if the vehicle is steered such that the inner wheels are
just about to lift off the road. The optimal strategy to keep the sharpest curve
possible while avoiding rollover would be to keep the vehicle at the rollover limit.
As shown in Figure 2.4, the author of [28] chose R=0.9 to be the threshold for this
to happen. That means when R reaches or exceeds 0.9, then the difference is fed
back through a proportional gain controller to the front wheel steering angle such
that the curvature of the course is slightly reduced and rollover is avoided. At the
same time deceleration of the vehicle is forced by operation of the brakes to improve
9
the effect of rollover risk reduction.
A recent study was done by Kuo, [18], where he proposes making the feedback
steering input pulsed, the feedback steering input here being δR in Figure 2.4 or
δc in Figure 2.2. Kuo tried comparing different pulse patterns on the performance
of the active safety system. Pulsed active steering is assumed to show positive
potential because it is analogous to the Antilock Braking System concept. This
thesis and research project was intended to assess pulsed active steering further
through simulations and Hardware-in-the-loop experiments.
By looking into pulsed active steering, new factors are introduced that require
assessment. With respect to Figure 2.5, a pulse could be controlled in different
ways, it could be controlled through its frequency (1/tT ), amplitude (A), and/or
pulse shape (symmetric or assymetric b/a). This research project is to build over
Kuo’s work. This research project will assess the vehicle dynamics through the
control of each of pulse’s parameters.
Figure 2.5: Pulse parameters for control
2.2 Simulation Softwares
Vehicle simulation softwares are based on modeling real world vehicle driving sit-
uations with a set of mathematical formulas. There are a number of vehicle simu-
lation softwares available, whether they are stand alone applications or toolboxes
embedded in software application environments. The softwares used in this research
project were Adams/Car, DynaFlexPro (or now MapleSim) and Matlab/Simulink.
This section will briefly present each of these simulation software.
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2.2.1 Adams/Car
Adams is a family of interactive motion simulation software modules that belong
to MSC Software Corporation. Adams core package (Adams/View, Adams/Solver,
and Adams/PostProcessor) allow to import geometry from most major CAD sys-
tems or to build a solid model of a mechanical system from scratch. A full library
of joints and constraints is available for creating articulated mechanisms. Several
modules that are part of Adams can be used to accomplish specialized tasks and
achieve better fidelity of results. The module used in this research project was
Adams/Car which allows you to perform full-vehicle simulation of different driving
conditions [1].
2.2.2 DynaFlexPro/MapleSim
DynaFlexPro is a state-of-the-art technology software for modeling mechanical
multibody systems which is currently available through MapleSim from Maplesoft.
A graphical user interface, DynaFlexPro ModelBuilder, facilitates the rapid cre-
ation of system models using block diagrams and drop-down menus. DynaFlexPro
combines graph theory with engineering mechanics in algorithms that automatically
generate the system equations from the system model. Powerful Maple computer
algebra technologies are used to create small and efficient sets of system equations
in symbolic form, which allows for viewing, physical insight and sharing [29].
2.2.3 Matlab/Simulink
Matlab, a product of Mathworks, is a high-level language and interactive environ-
ment that enables you to perform computationally intensive tasks. Matlab could
be used in a wide range of applications, some of which include signal and image
processing, communications, control design, and test and measurement. Add-on
toolboxes extend the Matlab environment to solve particular classes of problems in
these application areas.
Simulink, which is also a product of Mathworks, is an environment for multi
domain simulation and Model-Based Design for dynamic and embedded systems.
It provides an interactive graphical environment and a customizable set of block
libraries that enables you to design, simulate, implement, and test a variety of
time-varying systems, including communications, controls, signal processing, video
processing, and image processing. Add-on products extend Simulink software to
multiple modeling domains, as well as provide tools for design, implementation,
and verification and validation tasks.
Simulink is integrated with Matlab, providing immediate access to an extensive
range of tools. In this research project, Matlab/Simulink were used to simulate an
analytically derived vehicle model through various driving situations. As well, the
11
Real-Time Workshop toolbox in Simulink was extensively used for the Hardware-




Accurate vehicle model(s) are essential for obtaining reliable results. Although
G. Box was quoted saying, ‘All models are false but some are useful’ [10], it is
important to make sure that the model(s) used fall in the category of the ‘useful
some’ rather than the ‘false majority’. This research involved using three separate
models each in a different simulation software. This was done due to the different
objectives behind each simulation setup. The three models are:
• Analytical hand-derived bicycle model and roll model
• Full vehicle model in Adams/Car vehicle simulation software
• Full vehicle model built in Maple’s DynaFlexPro vehicle simulation software
This chapter consists of presenting each model separately. Each simulation set’s
results will follow the presentation of their respective vehicle model.
3.1 Analytical Model
To hand-derive a vehicle model, there are certain assumptions and approximations
that need to be made to simplify the complexity of the equations of motion of a
real vehicle. The analytical model consists of a yaw model and a roll model.
3.1.1 Yaw Model
The yaw model used is widely known as the bicycle model. A free body diagram of
the model is presented in Figure 3.1. The inertial planar coordinate frame is (X, Y )
whereas the body-fixed planar coordinate frame (x, y) is rotated by an angle ψ about
the vertical axis (out of the page). Ff , Fr correspond to the lateral forces of the front

















Figure 3.1: Hand-derived yaw model
β represents V direction as measured from the positive x axis. The proposed yaw
model has three degrees of freedom, they are: the vehicle’s longitudinal velocity,
lateral velocity and yaw rate denoted in Figure 3.1 as u, υ, and w respectively. The
lengths Lr and Lf represent the distances between the vehicle’s center of mass and
the rear and front tire respectively.
The following list shows all the assumptions and approximations made to derive
yaw model.
1. Model approximated to a linear single track model. (i.e. Planar dynamics
model)
2. The two front wheels will be approximated to be a one centered front wheel.
3. The two rear wheels will be approximated to be a one centered rear wheel.
4. A vehicle body fixed reference frame (x, y) will have an origin at the center
of mass of the vehicle, with x being the body fixed longitudinal axis.
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5. The front and rear centered wheels as well as the center of mass all lie along
the vehicle’s longitudinal axis. The front wheel will be rotating with respect
to the vertical axis, but its center of rotation will be on the x axis for all time.
6. The rear wheel will not have a steering angle (i.e. will always align with the
longitudinal axis).
7. The three independent degrees of freedom of the yaw model are the longitu-
dinal velocity u, the lateral velocity υ, and the yaw rate w.
8. The longitudinal velocity will be set to be constant (thus lowering the degrees
of freedom from three to two). Therefore the longitudinal forces of the tires
will be neglected due to having minor effect on the other two degrees of
freedom.
9. Wind forces and air drag will be neglected.
The validity of these assumptions could be found in [26], where the author ex-
plains thoroughly the effect of these assumptions. The total mass of the yaw model
is m, which consists of the sprung and unsprung masses m1 and m2 respectively.
The mass moment of inertia of the yaw model is Izz. Newton-Euler equations were
used to obtain the equations of motion of the model. The subscripts (x, y, z) cor-
respond to the body-fixed coordinate frame. The equation of motion along the y
direction was obtained as follows:
∑
Fy = may (3.1a)
Fr + Ff cos (δ (t)) = m (ν̇ + 2uw) (3.1b)
Whereas the equation of motion for rotation about the z axis was obtained as
follows:
∑
Mz = Izzαz (3.2a)
LfFf cos (δ (t))− LrFr = Izzẇ (3.2b)
By rearranging equations (3.1b) and (3.2b) in terms of ν̇ and ẇ respectively, the








[LfFf cos δ(t)− LrFr] (3.3b)
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These equations of motion are observed to be coupled and may appear to be
linear in nature. But the linearity of the system greatly depends on the tire model
used for the front and rear tires, from which Ff and Fr are obtained. By having
linear tire models the equations of motion are said to be linear and linear systems
theory could be used. However, this limits the validity of the model and may lead
to unrealistic results.
3.1.2 Tire Model
To evaluate the tire forces Ff and Fr in equations (3.3a) and (3.3b) a tire model
is required. There are many tire models available in the literature as mentioned
earlier, from simple linear models to highly complex sophisticated ones. It is impor-
tant for this analytical model to compromise between simplicity and the validity
of the tire model. For this analytical model the tire model will be used to only
calculate the lateral tire forces. A good choice of tire model for this vehicle model
will be a model that could represent the lateral tire force in a single equation and
yet hold a degree of accuracy.
It was decided that Pacejka’s tire model [25] would be a suitable choice for this
vehicle model. Pacejka’s tire model, commonly known as ‘The Magic Formula’,
has many versions, old to new and simple to complex. The Pacejka tire model
used here depends solely on the slip angle to evaluate the tire’s lateral force. The
front and rear tire slip angles can be obtained through equations (3.4a) and (3.4b)
respectively.












The following equations are the nonlinear lateral tire forces with respect to the
slip angles.
Ff = Df sin
[
Cf tan
−1 (Bf (1− Ef ) θf + Ef tan−1 (Bfθf ))] (3.5a)
Fr = Dr sin
[
Cr tan
−1 (Br (1− Er) θr + Er tan−1 (Brθr))] (3.5b)
Where the constants B,C,D, and E represent certain properties and conditions
of the tire [25]. Equations (3.5a) and (3.5b) could be further linearized to become
Equations (3.6a) and (3.6b). The linearized model would be useful as it enables
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Figure 3.2: Linear and nonlinear lateral force tire models
the use of linear systems theory but at the cost of lower validity and less reliable
results.
Ff = DfCfBfθf (3.6a)
Fr = DrCrBrθr (3.6b)
Figure 3.2 shows a plot of the linear and nonlinear tire models against the tire’s
lateral slip angle.
3.1.3 Roll Model
The roll model of the vehicle is used in parallel with the previously presented yaw
model to derive the vehicle’s roll equations of motion. Figure 3.3 shows a free body
diagram of the roll model used, viewed from the front side of the vehicle (in the −x
direction).
The roll angle φ is the angle of rotation about x between the inertial coordinate
Z and the body-fixed coordinate z. m1 and m2 are, as defined previously, the
sprung and unsprung masses of the vehicle respectively. The center of gravity of
the unsprung mass is assumed to be level with the road as shown in Figure 3.3.
The distance between the road and the roll axis measured along Z is defined by












Figure 3.3: Hand-derived roll model
mass is defined by h. Unlike the yaw model, the roll model has a track width of T .
It is essential to include the track width of the vehicle in the roll model to be able
to perform analysis on rollover risk.
As Pacejka presents in [25], a vehicle rolls about a ‘roll axis’ that the sprung
center of mass does not lie on. The following assumptions were made to simplify
the roll model as presented by Pacejka [25] to that shown in Figure 3.3:
1. The center of gravity of the unsprung mass was assumed to be in level with
the ground.
2. Pacejka states that a vehicle has a front roll center (where the roll axis goes
through) that could be of different altitude of that of the rear roll center. In
the presented roll model it was assumed that the front and rear roll centers
are of equal altitude.
3. The x axis was assumed to coincide with the roll axis of the model.
4. The sprung mass was assumed to be pivoted on the roll axis. Therefore the
only degree of freedom of the roll model is the roll angle φ.
5. The suspension of the sprung mass was assumed to be torsional about point
O. Therefore a torsional stiffness coefficient, kφ, and torsional damping co-
efficient, dφ̇, were used in place of the dampers and springs present at each
corner of the vehicle.
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6. The vehicle was assumed to have a mass moment of inertia, Ixx′ about an
axis parallel to the x axis that intersects COG1.
The roll model presented is a one degree of freedom model and therefore only one
equation of motion could be extracted. The equation of motion could be evaluated
by performing Euler’s equation with the parallel axis theorem for the sprung mass













φ̈−m1h (ν̇ + 2uw) (3.7b)
By rearranging Equation (3.7b) to become analogous with the linear standard






φ̈+ dφ̇φ̇+ kφφ = m1gh sinφ+m1h (ν̇ + 2uw) (3.8)
3.2 Analytical Model Simulations
As presented earlier, the pulse signal of the active steering system could be con-
trolled through any of the signal’s parameters (the pulse’s frequency, amplitude and
pattern). Whether controlling one of these parameters alone will be sufficient was
not yet clear. It was decided that before moving forward, the possibility of main-
taining the vehicle’s yaw and roll stability by controlling only one parameter needs
to be assessed. From a practical perspective, the parameter of the pulse signal that
the active steering system could modify most easily is the frequency, irrespective
of the kind of system used for the actuator.
The first set of simulations conducted in this research project was to assess
whether controlling the frequency of the pulse signal of the active steering controller
alone, while the two other parameters are held constant, would be sufficient to
maintain the vehicle’s yaw and roll stability in various driving conditions. The
derived vehicle model was used in carrying out the simulations.
3.2.1 Simulation Setup
All the simulations carried out had the same driver’s steering input through the
variable δ(t) as shown in Figure 3.1. The driver’s steering input consisted of a J-
turn maneuver done over a period of 10 seconds. The steering input takes 1 second
to reach 10◦ through a continuous sinusoidal wave. It then stays constant at 10◦
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Figure 3.4: Overall steering command for simulation (2Hz Frequency)
until the 9 second mark, and then lowers to 0◦ in 1 second through a continuous
sinusoidal wave.
The active steering controller’s signal was subtracted from the driver’s steering
command between the 3 and 7 second marks. This is done assuming that the J-turn
maneuver will cause the vehicle to be very close to rollover and therefore the active
steering system was required to intervene to lower the driver’s steering command.
The signal throughout all simulation runs had a constant amplitude of A = 2◦ and
a symmetric pattern. The frequency however was set to 2, 4, and 8 Hz during the
simulation runs to assess the effect of frequency modulation. Figure 3.4 shows the
overall steering command with the 2 Hz frequency active steering pulse signal as
an example. The vehicle’s speed was held constant at 36 km/h (10 m/s) in all
simulation runs.
3.2.2 Simulation Results
Frequency modulation of the active steering pulse signal will have an effect on the
yaw and roll dynamics of the vehicle. The yaw and roll dynamic responses of each
run need to be compared with some measuring scale to be able to assess whether
they are improving or worsening with respect to the other simulation runs.
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2 Hz pulse subtraction
4 Hz pulse subtraction
8 Hz pulse subtraction
Figure 3.5: Vehicle trajectories for simulation runs compared with desire path
Yaw response
As for the measuring scale for the yaw response there are two methods found in
the literature. The first method is by comparing the yaw rate responses whereas
the second method is by comparing the vehicle trajectories. For both, the yaw
response and the vehicle trajectory, a desired response can be evaluated through
the knowledge of the vehicle’s steering input, dimensions, and longitudinal velocity.
The desired yaw rate could be evaluated using Equation (3.9), where wd is the










The desired vehicle trajectory could be evaluated using Equation (3.10), where
Xd and Yd are the vehicle’s desired x and y location at time t. To plot the vehicle




















The yaw response of these simulation runs will be compared by the vehicle tra-
jectories with respect to the desired vehicle trajectory. Figure 3.5 shows a plot of
the vehicle trajectories of all simulation runs compared with the desired vehicle
trajectory. The vehicle trajectories show that, firstly, by subtracting the active
steering signal from the driver’s command the vehicle’s path will deviate slightly
more from the desired path as compared with the uncontrolled vehicle’s path. Sec-
ondly, for all frequencies used, the controlled vehicle paths were the same. This
shows that there is no difference between using different frequency pulses to have
an effect on the yaw dynamics of the vehicle.
Roll Response
The roll response of vehicle maneuvers are usually assessed by the rollover coeffi-
cient. The rollover coefficient, R, is considered to be an indication of whether the
vehicle model would roll over. R has a range of [-1,1], when R reaches either limits
this indicates that one side of the vehicle model, right or left, has lost contact with
the ground, i.e. the start of a rollover. The rollover coefficient, as defined in [8], is






(hR + h cosφ)





Figure 3.6 shows a plot of the rollover coefficients for the same simulation runs
whereas Figure 3.7 shows a closeup. The plot shows that the local maximums of
R decrease with an increase in the pulse signal’s frequency. The local maximums
are lowered greatly when changing from a 2Hz to a 4Hz pulse signal. However, the
amount that the rollover coefficient is lowered is very minor when comparing the
results of the 4Hz and 8Hz pulse signals. This shows that the rollover coefficient
can be lowered through pulse frequency modulation but to a certain extent where
it approaches a lower limit.
The overall results of these set of simulation runs show that pulse frequency
modulation could decrease the rollover coefficient but at the same time will devi-
ate more from the desired vehicle’s path. By increasing the pulse’s frequency the
rollover coefficient is lowered but the vehicle trajectory will not change as compared
to lower frequency pulse signal simulation runs. Finally the results show that the
rollover coefficient can only be lowered to a certain limit as the pulse signal fre-
quency increases.
In conclusion, the results show that frequency modulation has an effect on the
roll and yaw dynamics, although it has a higher effect on the roll dynamics than
on the yaw dynamics. This effect is limited and is not reliable to depend upon to
prevent vehicle instabilities during various driving conditions.
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Figure 3.6: Rollover coefficient
Figure 3.7: Closeup of rollover coefficient plot
3.3 DynaFlexPro Vehicle Model
In this model, DynaFlexPro was used to build a passenger vehicle having dimen-
sional and inertial parameters comparable to Sport Utility Vehicles (SUVs). The
ModelBuilder was used to generate a mathematical representation of the vehicle
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model which was later exported to be used in a Matlab/Simulink environment.
A simple diagram of the model is shown in Figure 3.8 with its corresponding in-


















Figure 3.8: DynaFlexPro Vehicle Model
As mentioned previously, the coordinate frame (x1, y1, z1) is considered to be
the body-fixed frame of the sprung mass. The unsprung mass is represented by a
lumped mass in addition to the tires’ mass at each of the vehicle’s corners. L is the
distance from the front-axle to the rear-axle. The steering input(s) to the vehicle,
δr(t) and δl(t), are the front right and left tires’ steering angles respectively, though
δr(t) and δl(t) are related through the consideration of the Ackermann’s angle. The
stiffness and damping constants for the springs and dampers of the vehicle model
are presented in Table A.2. The wheels torques, τ1−4(t), are applied independently
to each tire. The tire model used in the vehicle model is the Pacejka2002 model
provided in DynaFlexPro. Tire parameters used are described in detail in [21].
The sprung mass of this model has a full 6 degrees of freedom (DOF), in addition
each tire has one degree of freedom as well as the suspension at each corner of the
vehicle. The two front tires have another degree of freedom that allows them to
steer the vehicle. Therefore the vehicle has a total of 14 DOF . The code generated
was based on the model having 36 states, and 6 inputs. The 36 states with their
respective initial conditions are mentioned in section A.1 in Table A.3. The inputs
to the model are the wheel torques, τ1−4(t), and the steering inputs, δr(t) and δl(t)
as shown in Figure 3.8.
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3.4 DynaFlexPro Vehicle Model Simulations
The group of simulations presented in section 3.1 showed that controlling the pulse’s
frequency alone was not sufficient to insure the vehicle’s roll and yaw stability. The
next step was to know the effect each of the pulse’s parameters has on the vehicle’s
roll and yaw response. The results that were obtained should be sufficient to design
a controller for the active safety system such that yaw and roll stability are ensured
for various driving conditions.
To be able to assess the actual effect of each of the pulse’s parameters, it is
important to look in parallel at the yaw and roll dynamic response of the model
for each simulation run carried out. The following subsections will present the
conditions and assumption that were made for all simulation runs.
3.4.1 Driver’s Steering Input
All simulations carried out on the DynaFlexPro vehicle model had the same driver’s
steering input. The steering input was through the input variable δ(t) as shown
in Figure 3.8. The variable δ(t) represents the steering angle at the mid front-axle
location. The vehicle model had the steering inputs divided into front right and
left angles, but Ackermann’s angle was taken into consideration to evaluate the
right and left front tires’ steering angles, δr(t) and δl(t) respectively, from δ(t).
Accounting for Ackermann’s angle would cause the results obtained to be more
reliable. It is possible to show by geometry that δr(t) and δl(t) can be evaluated
as follows when the turning circle centre is located to the right of the vehicle, i.e.
vehicle is turning about −z1.




















Equations (3.12a) and (3.12b) interchange for δl(t) and δr(t) respectively when
the turning circle center is located to the left of the vehicle, i.e. vehicle is turn-
ing about z1. As presented in Equation (3.12c), a singularity is encountered in
evaluating the right and left steering angles from δ(t). To overcome the problems
that the singularity will generate during simulations, curve fitting was considered
to evaluate the right and left steering angles. Equation (3.13) shows a fourth degree
polynomial curve fitted equation with a norm of residuals less than 0.05 that was
formed to present δl(t) and δr(t) in terms of δ(t).
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δl [δr] (t) = 1.022δ + [−]0.2576δ2 − 3.422× 10−3δ3 − [+]0.06777δ4 (3.13)
To achieve results that allow for reliable conclusions to be extracted, it is im-
portant to have a degree of consistency in all simulations. That is why the same
steering input, that represents the driver’s steering command, was used throughout
all simulations. The steering command of the driver, as shown in Figure 3.9, rep-
resents a J-turn maneuver of the vehicle. The J-turn is a common maneuver that
is used readily in assessing the roll stability of passenger vehicles [22].
The maneuver starts after 4 seconds of simulation time, this is to allow for the
vehicle model to settle from any transients present due to its initial conditions.
The steering input then rises in 1 second to 10.5◦ in a sinusoidal shaped wave and
stays constant at 10.5◦ for 4 seconds. It then returns in 1 second to 0◦ in the same
sinusoidal shaped wave pattern. The steering input is kept at 0◦ for 2 seconds till
the simulation run ends. The J-turn maneuver is shown in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Driver’s steering command
3.4.2 Longitudinal Velocity
The longitudinal velocity of the model was held constant throughout the simulations
irrespective of the vehicle’s dynamic state. To enable this, a control system was
added to the vehicle model to control the wheel torques τ1−4(t). A PID controller
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was chosen to feed back the error between the actual velocity and the desired
velocity. The wheel torques were allowed to have both positive and negative values,
i.e. to accelerate as well as to decelerate. The torque actuated due to the velocity
error signals was applied to all four wheels equally, this is shown in Figure 3.10.
The desired velocity for all simulation runs was set to 20 m/s. The gains for the
PID controller were chosen such that the velocity is kept in the range of ±0.2 m/s











Figure 3.10: Longitudinal velocity control system
3.4.3 Procedure of Simulations
Simulations were carried out with the vehicle model performing the J-turn ma-
neuver, as shown in Figure 3.9. A pulsed signal was used to represent the active
steering controller’s intervention. An initial simulation was carried out without
any intervention from the controller and was found that, at the selected desired
velocity, the vehicle model would be very close to rolling over between 5-9 seconds
of the simulation time. It was decided therefore to fix the intervention of the active
steering controller’s signal between 4.5 and 9.5 seconds of the simulation time, as
shown in Figure 3.11. This should not affect the validity of the conclusions that will
be derived from the simulation results because it is the active steering controller’s
signal that is under study and not the controller design itself.




























Figure 3.11: Active steering controller’s intervention
To be able to assess each of the pulse parameter’s impact on the yaw and roll
dynamics of the vehicle model, each parameter should be assessed alone. The
parameters under study consist of the amplitude, frequency and pattern of the
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pulse. The simulation runs were divided into three groups. Each group consisted of
fixing two of the three pulse parameters while the third parameter would be altered
between simulation runs in the group.
3.4.4 Pulsed Active Steering Signal
The equation(s) used to represent the pulse signal in the simulations should be
flexible to change any of its parameters outlined previously. There were two kinds
of pulses that were used in the simulations; a symmetric pulse and an asymmetric
pulse. A normal sinusoidal pulse was used to represent a symmetric pulse which
was easy to change its frequency, and amplitude but not its pattern. Therefore
the symmetric pulse was used for two group simulations; the changing amplitude
group, and the changing frequency group. The asymmetric pulse was used for the
changing pulse group simulations. Figure 2.5 shows plots of the symmetric and the
asymmetric pulse.
In Figure 2.5, A is the amplitude and tT is the time period of the pulse. The
pattern of the asymmetric pulse can be determined through the ratio of a to b or
vice versa. As for the asymmetric pulse, Equation (3.14) was used to be able to




(1− cos (exp (f (tT − t)n)− 1)) (3.14)
Where,













3.4.5 Changing Amplitude Group Simulations
In this group of simulations, the active steering control signal was set to be a
symmetric pulse having a frequency of 3 Hz. The amplitude of the active steering
controller’s signal was changed for each simulation. Amplitudes of A= 2◦, 3◦, 3.5◦
and 4◦ were used for δc(t). To assess the roll response of the vehicle, the rollover
coefficients R for all simulation runs were recorded and compared. As for the yaw
response, the actual yaw rate for all simulations were recorded and compared with
the desired yaw rate response.
Figure 3.12 shows a plot of the rollover coefficients recorded throughout all sim-
ulation runs whereas Figure 3.13 shows a closeup. The results show that increasing
the pulse amplitude A lowers the local maximums of the rollover coefficient R of
the simulation.
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Figure 3.12: Rollover coefficients plots for changing amplitude simulations
Figure 3.13: Closeup of rollover coefficients plots
The actual yaw rate response of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 3.14, deviates
from the desired yaw rate as A increases. This would cause the vehicle to deviate
further away from the desired path trajectory than that of the uncontrolled vehi-
cle trajectory as the pulse amplitude A increases. The vehicle trajectory plot is
presented in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.14: Yaw rates plot for changing amplitude simulations
Figure 3.15: Vehicle trajectory for changing amplitude simulations
3.4.6 Changing Frequency Group Simulations
All simulations in this group had the active steering control signal, δc(t), set to be
symmetric with an amplitude of A = 3◦. The frequencies were changed between
simulation runs to cover the frequencies of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8Hz. A plot of the rollover
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coefficients recorded for all simulation runs is shown in Figure 3.16, whereas Figure
3.17 shows a closeup.
Figure 3.16: Rollover coefficients plot for changing frequency simulations
Figure 3.17: Closeup of rollover coefficients plot
The frequency of the pulse does have an impact on the vehicle’s roll dynamics
though its impact is less than that of the pulse’s amplitude. The results depicted in
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Figure 3.17 show that the rollover coefficient in the 1Hz pulse simulation increased
even more than the rollover coefficient in the uncontrolled simulation run.
However, it is interesting to note that the first roll natural frequency of the
vehicle model used was 2.7Hz; this is evaluated from the data shown in Appendix
A.1. By having a closer look at the results, with the aid of Figure 3.17, it is clear
that the simulation run containing the 3Hz frequency pulse had the lowest local
maximums amongst all the other simulation runs. This insight strongly supports
that by setting the frequency of the active steering pulse equal to the vehicle’s roll
natural frequency will lower the risk of a rollover the most, i.e. lower the rollover
coefficient.
By setting the pulsed active steering signal to have a frequency equal to the roll
natural frequency we are adding a harmonic force having the roll natural frequency
in the lateral direction. This will cause the vehicle to vibrate at resonance away
from the vehicle side in danger of rolling over.
As for the yaw response of the vehicle with respect to changing the frequency
of the pulse, results show that the frequency has no effect on the yaw response.
Figure 3.18 shows a plot of the actual yaw rates of the simulation runs as well as
the desired yaw rate response whereas Figure 3.19 shows a closeup. The yaw rate
response for different frequencies average out to be approximately the same. This
could be seen clearly through the vehicle trajectory plot in Figure 3.20, where all
simulation runs show that the vehicle took the same trajectory.
Figure 3.18: Yaw rate response plot for changing frequency simulations
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Figure 3.19: Closeup of yaw rate response plot
Figure 3.20: Vehicle trajectory for changing frequency simulations
3.4.7 Changing Pulse Pattern Group Simulations
This group of simulations consisted of using the pulsed active steering signal with
different pulse patterns with fixed amplitude and frequency throughout. All pulse
patterns assessed were fixed at a frequency of 3Hz and an amplitude of A = 3◦. The
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pulse patterns assessed consisted of symmetric and asymmetric shaped pulses. The
asymmetric shaped pulses were defined based on the ratio b/a as shown in Figure
2.5. Asymmetric pulses used had ratios b/a= 0.56, 0.77, 1.3, and 1.8. Figure
3.21 shows the plots of the rollover coefficients for the group’s simulations, whereas
Figure 3.22 shows a closeup.
Figure 3.21: Rollover coefficients plot for changing pulse pattern simulations
As shown in Figure 3.21, pulse patterns having an a/b ratio less than 1 had
higher rollover coefficient local maximums as compared to pulse patterns having an
a/b ratio more than 1. The pulse pattern that resulted in obtaining the lowest local
maximums of R was the a/b = 1.3 pulse pattern. It cannot be concluded though
that the b/a = 0.56 pulse pattern gives the optimal vehicle response until the yaw
response is assessed in parallel with Figure 3.21.
The vehicle trajectories for the same simulation runs are shown in Figure 3.23.
For the J-turn maneuver used throughout this section’s simulations, it is preferable
that the rollover of the vehicle is prevented with as minimal as possible vehicle
trajectory deviation from the uncontrolled path (or from the desired path). Figure
3.24 shows that the pulse patterns of b/a = 1.8 and a/b = 1.8 are slightly closer
to the uncontrolled vehicle trajectory when compared to the other pulse patterns
used. The symmetric pulse had the next lowest trajectory deviation followed by the
pulse patterns b/a = 1.3 and a/b = 1.3. Therefore the results presented show that
the pulse pattern that gives the most preferable compromise between the roll and
yaw dynamics of the vehicle is the a/b = 1.8 pulse pattern. The a/b = 1.8 pulse
pattern gave the least path deviation and as well, gave the second lowest rollover
coefficient local maximums (next to the a/b = 1.3 pattern).
Only a few pulse patterns were used in the pulse pattern simulation group runs,
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Figure 3.22: Closeup of rollover coefficient plot
and therefore it can not be strictly concluded that the a/b = 1.8 pulse pattern
will give the best vehicle response out of all other possible pulse patterns. To
assess this further, an optimization study will be required to minimize an objective
function that will incorporate the yaw and roll dynamics of the vehicle. This will
be considered as future work with respect to this research project.
Figure 3.23: Vehicle trajectory plots for changing pulse pattern simulations
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Figure 3.24: Closeup of vehicle trajectory plot
3.5 Adams/Car Model
The DynaFlexPro vehicle model simulation results showed the effect each pulse
parameter has on the yaw and roll dynamics of the vehicle. The objective of this
set of simulations was to obtain numeric values associated with the steering system.
This would assist in the design of the potential experiment of this research project.
Adams/Car was a suitable platform to achieve this objective. Adams/Car en-
ables you to track the dynamics of any part of the vehicle model, which includes the
steering system. All the simulations were made using the non-linear demonstration
vehicle model provided by Adams/Car. The tire-model used was the Pacejka 2002
tire model, which consists of the Magic Formula for both longitudinal and lateral
tire forces. The Pacejka 2002 tire model also includes the transient response to
friction changes as well as the slip dependent relaxation effect. Parameters of the
demonstration vehicle model are shown in Table A.4.
In designing the potential experiment, there are some numeric values associated
with the steering system that needs to be known. Such values include the steering
wheel equivalent moment of inertia and the amount of torque assist that is supplied
to the driver from the power steering system. These numeric values will help in
sizing the potential experiment components. Each of the following subsections will
present how each of these values were obtained.
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Figure 3.25: Definition of geometric variables of a steering system [11]
3.5.1 Steering Wheel Inertia
When turning a steering wheel, the driver feels a resistive torque to his motion,
which is due to the self-aligning torque applied on the front wheels while turning.
This resistive torque can be approximated, with a good degree of accuracy, to
be treated as the moment of inertia of the steering wheel. Evaluating the steering
wheel’s mass moment of inertia will be beneficial to know the amount of torque that
will be required to cause a certain angular motion, whether it is from the driver or
the active steering controller. The first consideration to evaluate the steering wheel
inertia was through the knowledge of the front wheels’ self-aligning torque. The
direct relation between the steering wheel torque and the front tires’ self-aligning








Where Tsw is the steering wheel torque and Tk is the kingpin torque, which is the
same magnitude as the self-aligning torque. SR is the steering ratio of the vehicle
and ηb is the efficiency of the gear connection between the steering column and
the steering rack. The values g1, e1, g, and e are geometric variables of the steering
system as presented in Figure 3.25 [11].
The geometric variables of the steering system change during turning and there-
fore it was difficult to gain the steering wheel torque through the knowledge of the
self-aligning torque. The second consideration to evaluate the steering wheel inertia
was through the use of Adams/Car. Adams/Car is capable of recording the steering
column torque, which then can be used alongside Euler’s simplified equation (3.17)
to evaluate the steering wheel’s moment of inertia.
Tsw = Iswαδt (3.17)
In Equation (3.17), T and I with the subscript sw represent the steering wheel’s
applied torque and mass moment of inertia respectively. αδt represents the angular
acceleration of the total steering input. Therefore the variables that are of interest
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Figure 3.26: Overall steering input with corresponding steering wheel torque for
pulse of 2Hz
that need to be recorded in these simulation runs are only the steering wheel input,
which will be used to evaluate αδ, and the steering column or wheel torque. It
was decided that a steering input of a J-turn maneuver with the active steering
symmetric pulse subtraction will be used in these simulations. The first simulation
run included an active steering pulse with an amplitude of 60◦, at the steering wheel
level, and a frequency of 2Hz. The overall steering command with it’s respective
steering wheel torque recorded from the simulation run are plotted in Figure 3.26.
Figure 3.26 shows that during the periods where the overall steering command
is constant and nonzero (1-3 sec and 7-9 sec), the steering wheel torque is zero.
This contradicts with what actually happens, where if there is no torque applied
to the steering wheel from the drivers side, the steering angle will slowly return
to zero due to the resistive torque that was mentioned earlier. What Adams/Car
actually does, most likely due to how the vehicle demo model was built, is that it
considers the torque applied from the driver’s side to maintain the steering angle
as part of the power steering torque assist rather than part of the steering wheel
torque applied by the driver. But this will not affect the study done here. During
the subtraction of the pulse steering signal, the overall steering command can be
evaluated using Equation (3.18).







In Equation 3.18, δt is the total steering command. A and tT are the amplitude and
time period of the active steering pulse respectively and ti is the initial time of the
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active steering pulse’s intervention. By differentiating δt twice while δ is constant












αδt magnitude becomes maximum when cos(
2π
tT
(t − ti)) becomes 1 or -1, which
occurs every 0.25 seconds between 3-7 seconds (for 1/tT =2Hz). At these instances,
the steering wheel torque Tsw is also at its maximum magnitude, which from Figure













The first simulation results show that the steering wheel mass moment of inertia
can be approximated to 0.05 kg.m2. To assess whether this mass moment of inertia
would change depending upon the steering input, a second simulation was carried
out with a different pulse frequency of 4Hz. The steering input and the steering
wheel torque for the second simulation run are shown in Figure 3.27.
The maximum steering torque obtained, at (αδt)max, had a magnitude of 16.6













Both simulation runs show sufficient consistency in obtaining Isw.
3.5.2 Power Steering Torque Assist
There are different power steering systems available for commercial passenger ve-
hicles. Hydraulic power steering systems were commonly used in the past, however
electric power steering systems are slowly replacing them due to the latter’s com-
pact size and lower power consumption. Irrespective of the kind of power steering
system, they all in general perform the same task. A power steering system assists
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Figure 3.27: Overall steering input with corresponding steering wheel torque for
pulse of 4Hz
the driver through providing a torque to lower the amount of work the driver is
required to input to turn the steering wheel.
It was required to know the amount of assist the power steering system sup-
plies with respect to various driver’s steering inputs so that the components of the
potential experiment can be correctly sized. The setup of the previous section’s
simulation runs were used for this section as well.
Adams/Car can be configured to record the power steering torque assist during
a simulation run while using the demo vehicle model. The first simulation run
carried out here had the same setup as the first simulation run in section 3.5.1.
Figure 3.28 shows a plot of the corresponding steering assist torque.
The plot shows that the power steering torque assist had local maximums of 5.6
N.m during the active steering signal intervention. Whether the torque assist would
significantly increase with an increase in the active steering pulse’s frequency and/or
amplitude was still required to be assessed. The second simulation run carried out
was to increase the active steering pulse’s signal frequency from 2 to 4Hz. Figure
3.29 shows a plot of the corresponding steering assist torque.
The plot shows that the local maximums of the torque assist applied by the
power steering system during the active steering intervention increased slightly to
5.8 N.m. This shows that an increase in the frequency of the active steering pulse
would slightly increase the power steering torque assist. The following simulation
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Figure 3.28: Power steering torque assist with an active steering signal of 2Hz
Figure 3.29: Power steering torque assist with an active steering signal of 4Hz
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Figure 3.30: Power steering torque assist with an active steering signal of 4Hz and
higher pulse amplitude
run included increasing the active steering pulse signal’s amplitude from 60◦ to 80◦
as measured from the steering wheel. Figure 3.30 shows the corresponding steering
assist torque.
Figure 3.30 shows that the local maximums of the torque assist applied by the
power steering system during the active steering intervention were about 5.9 N.m.
This is considered a slight increase as compared with the previous simulation run.
In conclusion, the simulation runs carried out in this section show that the power
steering torque assist slightly increases with an increase in either the frequency or
the amplitude of the pulse signal. However, the torque assist did not exceed 6 N.m,
irrespective of the active steering pulse parameters chosen. Therefore it is suitable
to choose 6 N.m as a maximum value for the power steering torque assist when





The simulations phase of this research project proposed conclusions that need to
be verified. Verification of simulations can be done through various ways such
as comparing them with benchmark results, or supporting them with analytical
counterpart analysis. The method used to verify the simulation results obtained
here was to compare them with experimental results. Having an experiment will
not only benefit the verification of simulation results, but will also demonstrate the
applicability aspect of pulsed active steering.
As shown previously in Figure 2.3, an active steering system can be attached to
different parts of the steering system. For this research project, an active steering
system will be designed such that it is connectable to the steering column of the
vehicle’s steering system, as shown in Figure 4.1. Connecting the active steering
system to the steering column is considered less difficult than connecting it to the
steering linkage.
This chapter will present the initial design considerations for designing an active
steering system before focussing on the finalized experiment setup with its obtained
results.
 
Active steering signal 
to be added as an 
angular displacement to 
steering column here.
Figure 4.1: Location of active steering system to be added
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4.1 Initial Considerations
Many factors need to be taken into consideration when designing an experiment
for research purposes. Some factors that are not affiliated with the technical side
of the research project but yet affected experimental setup considerations include
cost of components, availability of components, space for experiment and the time
frame in which the experiment needs to be completed.
The initial experiment designs that are listed in this section were designed prior
to consideration of the non-technical factors affecting the setup. Thus some of them
were ruled out due to non-technical factors whereas others were eliminated due to
technical issues.
There are certain constraints that need to be satisfied in any of the proposed
active steering systems. These constraints are as follows:
1. The system should allow for two angular inputs to be added/subtracted to give
one angular output. This will allow adding/subtracting the active steering
signal to/from the driver’s steering command.
2. The system should allow the active steering pulse signal to be modulated
through its amplitude, frequency, and pulse pattern.
3. The system should not under any circumstance isolate the driver input from
the steering column.
There were three main initial designs that were studied thoroughly. They are:
planetary gearbox, EPS system, and the differential steering system.
4.1.1 Planetary Gearbox
The first design to be considered was a planetary gearbox. A planetary gear set
consists of a sun gear, a ring gear and several planet gears with their planet carrier.
A planetary gearbox was designed such that the planet carrier will be used to
input the driver’s steering command. The ring gear will be used to add the active
steering controller signal and the sun gear will be used to output the overall steering
command to the steering column. This is shown in Figure 4.2.
The ring gear will be used to input the active steering signal to the steering
system. Therefore a mechanism was designed to enable the control of the ring
gear’s angular motion. The mechanism should allow for easy control of all active
steering pulse parameters (amplitude, frequency, and pulse pattern). A four-bar
mechanism based design was chosen to enable the control of the ring gear’s angular
motion. The mechanism will be used such that the crank link is driven by a motor
and the rocker is connected to the steering column through the ring gear, thus
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Figure 4.2: Planetary gearbox to be placed along steering column
add or subtract the desired signal to the steering command, and having only one
mechanism will only either add or subtract the desired signal (changing the cranks
rotation direction will just laterally reverse the desired signal).
A way to overcome this limitation is to use two mechanisms connected to one
input motor. The coupler of each mechanism will be connected to a slotted curved
path on the outer circumference of the ring gear through an electromagnetic switch
that would act as a revolute joint when activated and as a prismatic joint when
deactivated. Thus, if a situation requires the addition of the active steering signal,
then the motor will be signalled to rotate in a certain direction and at the same time
the electromagnetic switch will be activated at one mechanism and deactivated at
the other such that the coupler of the activated mechanism will have a revolute
joint whereas the coupler of the deactivated mechanism will have a prismatic joint
with the ring gear. This is shown in Figure 4.3.
The active steering pulse signal parameters can be controlled through the lengths
of the four bar linkage. An algorithm, shown in Appendix B.2, was constructed to
evaluate these lengths based upon the required values of the pulse’s amplitude, A,
and pattern, b/a ratio. The frequency of the pulse can be easily controlled through
the crank rotational velocity, i.e. in this case the control motor’s velocity.
This planetary gearbox design option was removed from consideration due to
several issues. The main issue is that the pulse signal generated will be depending







Disc connected to 
motor.
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on ring gear.
Figure 4.3: Mechanism to be connected to planetary gearbox
the pulse parameters (amplitude and pulse pattern) can not be altered unless the
mechanism design parameters are changed. This will constrain the active steering
system by not allowing it to choose different amplitudes and pulse patterns, if
required, during different driving situations.
4.1.2 Electric Power Steering System
There are different power steering systems available for passenger vehicles. The
most commonly used is the hydraulic power steering system, although it is becoming
less popular due to its higher energy consumption as compared with other available
systems.
An Electric Power Steering (EPS) system is a kind of power steering system
that relies on electric power to assist the driver to supply the required torque to
the steering system. An EPS system was considered as an option for the active
steering system to be used in this experiment. To be able to do so, it was required
to fully understand how the EPS functions.
An EPS system of a Chevrolet Cobalt (Figure 4.4) was obtained with its techni-
cal documentations. This EPS system uses a torque sensor, placed on the steering
column, to determine the amount of steering assist required. Based on the torque
sensor feedback as well as other vehicle states, the power steering control module
would command the amount of power assist the control motor will provide via the






Figure 4.4: The EPS system of a 2007 Chevrolet Cobalt
system and to use its cables to send analog signals to the power steering control
module and thus would be able to control the system’s control motor. After several
trials it was not possible to achieve this mainly because the control module also
takes inputs that are coming from the Engine Computer Unit (ECU). The com-
munication method between the ECU and other parts of the vehicle are through a
General Motors (GM) proprietary method that was not readily available to us.
4.1.3 Differential
Keeping the cost of the system in mind, it was preferable to find an off-the-shell
product that would satisfy the design constraints. A vehicle’s differential was con-
sidered as a viable option. A differential is a mechanical device found in vehicles
that transmits the torque coming from the engine to the torque driving wheels.
Differentials found in passenger vehicles are generally big in size and therefore will
not be appropriate for this application. A differential of an ATV (All-Train-Vehicle)
was obtained from a junkyard that was considerably smaller in size and low in cost.
Differentials could be used in two different ways. The more common usage is to
receive one input and provide two outputs, as found in vehicles. The other way is
to combine two inputs and create an output that is the sum, difference or average
of the inputs. This obtained differential can therefore be adjusted such that one
input is fed by the driver while the other input is from the active steering controller.
The rotational directions of the inputs will be adjusted such that the output is the




















Figure 4.5: HIL experiment setup overview
The input coming from the active steering controller should be controllable
through the pulse signal parameters. The previously proposed method of using a
mechanism had difficulties in changing the pulse signal parameters. After consid-
ering other options it was found that the most convenient method was through the
use of a control motor.
From all the above initial design considerations, as well as others not mentioned
here, the differential option seemed to be the most viable to build the potential
experiment around.
4.2 Overall Experiment Design
The differential will be used to combine two inputs: the driver’s steering input
and the controller’s input, into one single output that will be fed into the steering
system of the vehicle. The initial consideration was to mount the differential on
a real vehicle for experimentation. However, this consideration was put aside for
many difficulties. The other consideration was to use the differential setup to build
a Hardware in the loop (HIL) simulation. A HIL simulation will enable the inclusion
of real driver’s interface during running a software vehicle simulation in real-time.
To enable a HIL simulation, interaction with a real-time software platform is
required. Information, via sensors and signals, will be sent from the experiment
setup to the real-time vehicle model program for computational analysis. Based
on the analysis results, the active steering controller would intervene to change the
steering command fed into the real-time program which will change the vehicle
dynamics. Figure 4.5 shows an overview of the HIL experiment setup.
The overall setup design is divided into two main categories; the mechanical
design and the electrical and programming design. Each category will be presented
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Figure 4.6: Differential shaft locations and numbering
separately in the upcoming sections.
4.3 Mechanical Design
A differential has three shafts connected to it. Each shaft has a fixed ratio with
each of the other two shafts when the third shaft is held fixed. The ratios are
depicted in Table 4.1. Counterclockwise rotation when looking from the shaft’s
side is considered to be a positive rotation. The shafts are numbered in Figure 4.6.
Shaft Number 1 2 3
1 1:1 1:1.83 1:-1
2 1:0.545 1:1 1:-0.545
3 1:-1 1:-1.83 1:1
Table 4.1: Differential gear ratios for all combinations
The driver’s steering wheel is recommended to be collinear with the output of
the differential, as in normal passenger vehicles. Therefore the driver’s input was
chosen to come through shaft 1 and the output to come out of shaft 3. Shaft 2 was
suitable to be used for the active steering controller input because the differential
has a ratio of 1:-0.545 between shafts 2 and 3. This will increase the torque fed into
the differential which in turn will lower the torque requirements from the control
system’s motor.
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Amplitude of pulse Frequency of pulse Maximum motor
(degrees measured (Hz) torque











Table 4.2: Control motor’s maximum required torque for different pulse parameters
Sizing the control system’s motor was also a major mechanical design factor.
There are many factors that contributed to sizing the control motor correctly. For
example, the required speed from the motor increases with an increase in the am-
plitude and frequency of active steering pulse signal.
For this application, the specifications of the motor that are of most interest
are the maximum torque and rated power. The maximum torque rather than the
rated torque is required, due to that the motor will only run during the permissible
controller’s intervention which will be a relatively short period of time. During this
short period, where the motor is used to input a pulse signal, the motor will operate
on a wide range of speed and torque rather than at a constant value.
The maximum torque supplied by the active steering control system’s motor
should be more than the maximum torque required to input a certain pulse signal.
The maximum torque required to input a certain pulse was calculated based upon
the different components the torque will pass through to reach the vehicle’s front
tires. Simulation results presented in Section 3.5.2 show that it can be reasonably
assumed that the whole steering system resistance to the steering wheel angular
motion can be approximated to turning a mass moment of inertia equal to 0.05 kgm2
(for a vehicle of the same parameters as of the Adams/Car vehicle model). Taking
this into consideration, the maximum torque required from the control system’s
motor, Tmmax , can be evaluated as follows:
Tmmax = Iswαδmc(t)
where αδmc(t) is the control motor signal’s angular acceleration. The ratio between
the control motor’s signal and the tire’s control steering angle consists of the dif-
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Figure 4.7: Required power for different pulse parameters
ferential’s ratio between shafts 2 and 3 multiplied by the vehicle’s steering ratio.
αδmc(t) = SRd(2:3)SRαδc(t)
αδc(t) will greatly depend upon the pulse signal parameters. A study was done
to assess the motor’s maximum required torque, Tmmax , with respect to the different
parameters of the pulse signal. Table 4.2 shows Tmmax with respect to frequency
and amplitude of a symmetric pulse.
The equation: Tswωsw, was used to evaluate the required power to produce the
control’s pulse signal. This was useful in determining the motor’s required rated
power. Figure 4.7 shows a plot of the required torque for different pulse parameters.
The figure shows that by increasing the frequency a higher power rated motor will
be required. It also shows that to produce a 4 Hz symmetric pulse it will require
about a 1 kW control motor, which is relatively big to be used in this steering
system.
From the values presented in this section, in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.7, it was
decided that a motor having a rated power of around 600 W and a maximum torque
of 30 Nm would be suitable. By doing so, a pulse of the same amplitude of 2◦ (at
the tire’s level) for any frequency up to 3 Hz can be achieved. The motor plus gear
box actually used had a rated power of 660 W and a peak torque of 32 Nm. The
complete specifications of the motor are shown in Appendix B.3.
One problem that required a solution was that the differential used is what
is known as an open differential. An open differential simply allows motion to
the port having less resistance. Having no device to constrain motion throughout
the differential would cause problems in using the differential appropriately. A
mechanical brake was considered to be mounted on port 2 so that during the time
the control motor is not active the brake is on and therefore port 2 is held fixed. This
will allow the use of the differential in a way that is suitable for this experiment.









Figure 4.8: CAD model of the differential with its attached components
The differential with all its attached components was required to be mounted
on a surface for the experiment. The initial consideration was to simply mount the
differential on a steel table to lower vibrations and to compensate for the torques
in the differential during experimentation. However, it was decided to build a
custom stand for the differential. This was preferable for many reasons. Firstly,
having a custom stand for the differential will make the whole experiment setup
one piece that will not require any dissembling if for instance its location was
required to change. Secondly, a driver’s seat can be designed to be part of the
stand such that the weight of the driver can compensate the torque coming from
the differential during experimentation. Thirdly, the stand can be designed such
that the differential will be mounted at an angle close to passenger vehicle steering
wheel’s tilt angles. This will give the driver a more ergonomic feel and grip of the
steering wheel. The angle used, which is in the range of passenger vehicle’s steering
wheel tilt angles, was 20◦. Figure 4.9 shows a 3D CAD model of the stand design
prior to building it.
4.4 Electrical and Programming Design
This section will focus on various issues in the electrical and programming design
of the experiment that were considerably more important as compared with the
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Figure 4.9: Experiment stand design
remaining design aspects. Design aspects related to electrical and hardware design
will be presented first, followed by the programming design of the experiment.
4.4.1 Electrical Design
As mentioned before, the initial idea was to mount the final setup onto a vehicle,
but due to difficulties this was disregarded. The other idea which was eventually
implemented was to use a motor to simulate the steering column torque based upon
the calculated vehicle dynamics. This motor would be mounted on port 3 of the
differential as shown in Figure 4.6. The constraints on choosing the torque motor
were few, the main constraint was that the simulation motor should be capable of
supplying the resistive torque required. The resistive torque to the steering wheel
was approximated, with a good degree of accuracy, by rotating a 0.05 kgm2 mass
moment of inertia body, as mentioned previously. From the ratios shown in Table
4.1, the simulation motor would require around twice the maximum torque of what
the control motor has. But due to this being the only major constraint, it was easily
satisfied by placing a gear head, to increase the torque, on the simulation motor.
A gear head having a ratio of 12:1 and a motor able to supply a maximum torque
of around 8 Nm were used for the simulation motor. This would give a maximum
torque of 96 Nm, which was enough to cover the requirements.
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Another major design aspect was choosing between an analog or digital con-
troller plus amplifier combination. The differences between analog and digital sys-
tems are quite complex and choosing between the two systems is not intuitive.
But due to available hardware, it was decided to choose an analog controller and
amplifier combination for both the control motor and simulation motor.
Feedback is an important feature to improve control systems. The motor as
well as the driver’s inputs to the experiment need to be monitored to firstly provide
inputs to the vehicle model in the simulation program, and secondly to provide a
feedback signal to lower deviations from the desired system’s output. The kind and
amount of feedback devices as well as their location in the experiment setup were
required to be determined. Although the differential shown in Figure 4.6 has three
ports, and the inputs and outputs of each port are required to be monitored for the
experiment to work successfully, two feedback devices mounted on two of the three
ports were enough for achieving the requirements. By using Table 4.1, knowing
the displacement of two ports would allow knowing the third port’s displacement.
Due to other factors, such as mounting space and cost of feedback devices, the two
ports that had a feedback mounted onto them were ports 2 and 3 of the differential.
The driver’s input, which is at port 1 of the differential could be evaluated by:
θ1 = θ3− 1.83θ2, where θ corresponds to angular displacement with respect to each
of the subscripted port numbers.
The controller used is a Data-Acquisition-Card board that contains analog and
digital inputs and outputs as well as encoder feedback 5 and 10 pin plugs. The
Data-Acquisition-Card allows for interfacing with Matlab/Simulink. The DAQ
board was used to gather inputs through the feedback devices and depending upon
the computational analysis done in Matlab/Simulink would send out signals to the
appropriate hardware. Figure 4.10 presents the overall setup of the electrical hard-
ware and their respective connections whereas Figure 4.11 shows the experimental
setup after assembling. A list of all the components used in the experiment setup
with their respective product numbers and manufacturers is shown in Appendix
B.1.
4.4.2 Programming Design
The DAQ board used allowed for all the control programming to be done in Mat-
lab/Simulink. The vehicle model used in this experiment was the same as the
DynaFlexPro vehicle model introduced earlier in section 3.3. Unlike the simula-
tions done in Chapter 3, this HIL simulation required a controller to determine
when the control motor should intervene with the pulse signal. As a start for the
experiment it was decided to fix the pulse parameters from changing during the
simulation runs. Meaning that the controller will not determine which parameters
to intervene with but instead would only determine when to intervene with the pre-
defined pulse parameters. Having the controller to determine the pulse parameters
would give better results, but this experiment project was to prove the concept of
pulse active steering rather than optimizing the pulsed active steering system.
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Figure 4.11: Experiment setup after assembling
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The program firstly calculates the driver’s steering input based on the encoders’
readings from ports 2 and 3 of the differential. The driver’s steering input is fed
into the vehicle model to calculate the present vehicle states. These vehicle states
are used to calculate the rollover coefficient R as well as the actual and desired
yaw rates. The controller will check whether R surpasses a threshold, and also will
calculate the actual to desired yaw rate deviation. Preference is given to the former
over the latter. A threshold of 0.8 (positive or negative) for R was chosen to allow
for the system time lag before R reaches the limit of 1 or -1. If R surpasses the
threshold, the controller would signal for the control motor to intervene to subtract
a pulse signal with predefined pulse parameters. If R is in the range of [-0.8,0.8],
then the controller will check the yaw rate deviation, if it exceeds a certain amount
then the controller would command the control motor to add the pulse signal with
the predefined pulse parameters. It was also required to make sure that the control
motor would not stop before completing an addition or subtraction of a full pulse
cycle. Not doing so will cause an offset to the driver’s steering control of the vehicle
model. The control program as well would turn the brake off during the control
motor’s intervention. A simple control algorithm is shown in Figure 4.12.
4.5 Experimental Results
Many problems arouse while assembling the various experiment components to-
gether. Troubleshooting was a major stage in putting the experimental setup to
work. Eventually, through the help of the technical support centers of the compa-
nies for different components used, the setup was successfully working. Two sets of
experiments were implemented. The first set consisted of running the setup with
a steering input similar to the driver’s steering input used in the DynaFlexPro
vehicle model simulations of this project, i.e. a J-turn maneuver. The objective
of the first set was to compare the simulation results with experimental results.
The second set consisted of letting a human driver interact with the experiment
setup. The objective was to assess whether the active steering control system will
be able to prevent a human driver from rolling over the vehicle model through
anonymous steering inputs. Each set of experiments will be presented separately
in the following sections.
4.5.1 Validating Simulation Results
In this experiment set, the steering wheel was held fixed and the experiment pro-
gram was modified such that the steering input was similar to that used in section
3.3 for the driver’s input. The driver’s steering input used here was larger in mag-
nitude compared to that used in section 3.3. This was required because the results
depicted in section 3.3 show that the resulting rollover coefficient approaches 1 only
at the beginning of the simulation. If the same driver’s input was used in the ex-
periment the controller would only intervene at the beginning of the experiment,
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Figure 4.12: Control algorithm of experiment
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Figure 4.13: Steering inputs for first simulation run
where R is approaching a value of 1. By increasing the magnitude of the steering
input, the rollover coefficient will increase and therefore the controller would in-
tervene more regularly. This will help better in evaluating the controller and the
system as a whole.
In the first experiment run the active steering controller’s symmetric pulse was
predefined to have a frequency of 3 Hz, an amplitude of 3◦ as measured from the
tires. Figure 4.13 shows the steering inputs of the driver, the controller, as well
as the overall steering command, whereas Figure 4.14 shows a plot of the rollover
coefficient throughout the simulation run.
Figure 4.13 shows that the active steering controller intervened very soon after
the start of the simulation. That was due to the rollover coefficient surpassing the
threshold value of 0.8 as shown in Figure 4.14. The intervention was continuous to
nearly the end of the simulation because the rollover coefficient during that period
was surpassing the threshold value that commands the controller to intervene. How-
ever, Figure 4.14 shows that R did exceed the limit of 1 at various instances which
shows that the pulse parameters used for this simulation run were not appropriate
to strictly keep R in the allowed range.
Based upon the first simulation run, it was decided that a second simulation run
should be done using the same pulse parameters but changing the pulse amplitude
from 3◦ to 4◦. A plot of the second simulation run’s steering inputs is shown in
Figure 4.15, whereas Figure 4.16 shows a plot of the rollover coefficient throughout
the simulation run.
Figure 4.15 shows that the controller intervened close to the start of the simula-
tion run. This was due to R approaching the limit of 1 at the same interval of the
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Figure 4.14: Rollover coefficient throughout first simulation run
Figure 4.15: Steering inputs for second simulation run
controller’s intervention, as shown in Figure 4.16. This simulation run shows that
changing the amplitude had a major effect in lowering R to under the upper limit
throughout the whole simulation time. As well, the number of complete pulse cycle
interventions the 4◦ pulse did were much lower than that of the 3◦ pulse simulation
run.
The experiment results shown in this section strongly support the simulation
results shown in section 3.3. The experiment results showed that by intervening
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Figure 4.16: Rollover coefficient throughout second simulation run
with the controller’s pulse signal the rollover coefficient can be lowered. The results
show as well that the amplitude of the controller’s pulse has a significant effect on
the rollover coefficient and by increasing the amplitude the rollover coefficient can
be lowered significantly.
4.5.2 Anonymous Driver Input
In this simulation set, a human driver was asked to input a random steering input
such that he tries to roll over the vehicle in a period of 15 seconds. The control
motor signal’s parameters were predefined prior to the simulation run, this will
cause the controller to only evaluate when to intervene with the pulse and not to
evaluate the selection of the pulse parameters. The first run consisted of setting
the pulse parameters to a symmetric pulse with an amplitude of 3◦ at the tires level
and a frequency 2 Hz. Figure 4.17 shows the plots of the driver’s steering input, the
controller’s intervention and the overall steering input to the vehicle model. Figure
4.18 shows a plot of the rollover coefficient throughout the simulation run.
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show that the controller was successful to intervene at
5 separate periods in which the rollover coefficient was close to crossing a value
of 1. The intervention of the controller in all periods was only a 1 pulse cycle,
this was because the value of R after the completion of 1 cycle became lower than
the threshold value of 0.8. However, close to the 6 second mark on Figure 4.18
the rollover coefficient slightly surpasses the value of 1. This could mean that the
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Figure 4.17: Steering inputs for first simulation run




















Figure 4.18: Rollover coefficient throughout first simulation run
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Figure 4.19: Steering inputs for second simulation run
vehicle would have rolled over at this instant and leads to the conclusion that the
amplitude of the pulse signal required to be higher to prevent this from occurring.
In the second simulation run the amplitude of the pulse signal was increased
from 3◦ to 4◦ to see whether that would be enough to prevent R from surpassing
the limits of 1 or -1. Figures 4.19 and 4.20 show that the controller intervened 3
times, twice in one direction and the last intervention in the other direction. In this
run, the rollover coefficient was successfully kept between the limits of 1 and -1.
This shows the importance of having amplitude modulation during the controller’s
intervention to completely prevent the rollover coefficient from exceeding the limits.
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Figure 4.20: Rollover coefficient throughout second simulation run
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
This thesis was targeted on assessing various aspects of the newly introduced pulsed
active steering system. It was divided into two main parts: a simulation part
where different vehicle models were used in different simulation software, and an
experimental part where a test bed experiment setup was designed and assembled
to run hardware-in-the-loop simulations.
The simulation part was divided into three categories. The first category con-
sisted of using an analytical hand-derived model to assess the effect of the active
steering system pulse’s frequency modulation on the vehicle’s yaw and roll dynamic
response. Results show that frequency modulation has no effect on the yaw dynam-
ics, in addition the roll dynamics were improved by an increase in pulse’s frequency.
However, the improvement in the roll dynamics becomes more minor at higher fre-
quencies. This led to the conclusion that frequency modulation could improve the
roll dynamics of the vehicle only to a certain limit. This means that if the active
steering pulse signal was only controlled through its frequency, rollover still might
occur in driving maneuvers beyond the capacity of frequency modulation.
The conclusion of the first category under the simulation part of this research
project led to the second category. The second category consisted of assessing the
effect each of the pulse’s parameters has on the yaw and roll dynamics of the vehicle
model. The pulse parameters assessed were the amplitude, frequency and pulse
pattern. To gain more reliable results as compared with the first category’s hand-
derived model, a more complex vehicle model built using DynaFlexPro simulation
software was used for the second category simulation runs.
Results obtained in the second category were more informative. The amplitude
of the pulse would improve the roll dynamics of the vehicle in compromise of the
yaw dynamics. Meaning that to prevent a rollover from taking place by increasing
the amplitude of the pulse active steering system, the vehicle is forced to deviate
from its desired path. This is common, even among conventional active steering
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systems, where there is a compromise between roll and yaw dynamics. Since roll
stability is given a priority over yaw stability, pulse amplitude modulation would
be beneficial at such instances.
As for the pulse frequency modulation, the DynaFlexPro model simulations
showed interesting results. Results show that different pulse frequencies, with the
same amplitude, have similar effect on the yaw dynamics. Therefore, frequency
modulation does not improve the yaw dynamics. However, frequency modulation
has an effect on the roll dynamics of the vehicle when the active steering pulse
is subtracted from the driver’s command. Results show that having the pulse
frequency set equal to the vehicle’s first roll natural frequency improves the roll
dynamics the most. This conclusion was unexpected since usually systems are de-
signed to operate far from their natural frequencies. However, by subtracting the
active steering pulse, the vehicle is forced to vibrate at resonance in the opposite
direction away from rolling over. This conclusion was not analogous to that ob-
served in the first category and this was because a more complex model was used
in the second category and thus being more reliable.
Pulse pattern modulation did show that it has an effect on both: the yaw
dynamics as well as the roll dynamics. However, no solid conclusion could be
extracted from the results. It was recommended that a separate study to assess the
optimal pulse pattern should be done.
The third category under the simulation part of this project was to gain numeric
values to help in sizing various components in the experimental setup. A valuable
result of this category worth of mentioning here was that the resistance felt at
the steering wheel due to the different component of the steering system in the
Adams/Car model used could be approximated, to a good degree of accuracy, to
turning a body having a mass moment inertia of 0.05 kg.m2. This was directly
used in the calculations for sizing the control system motor.
The second part of this research project was building and implementing an
experiment. A test bed was put together to be used for current and future research
experiments related to active steering. The experiments done on the test bed in this
research project was firstly to validate the results obtained in the simulations part of
the project. Secondly to assess the applicability of pulse active steering and whether
the active steering controller will be able to prevent rollover from taking place. The
experiment runs performed on the test bed show that their respective results are
similar to the simulation results. As well, experiment runs were performed to assess
whether the active steering system was capable of preventing a human driver from
rolling over the vehicle model, which the controller did successfully.
The results obtained from both parts of this research project show that pulse
active steering has good potential to improve the performance of active steering
systems. This research project provides the necessary information to build a robust
controller for a pulse active steering system. A proposed controller structure, based
upon this research project, is to have the amplitude of the pulse signal to act as the
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Figure 5.1: Proposed controller structure
natural frequency of the vehicle. The optimal pulse pattern though still needs to
be researched. Figure 5.1 shows a block diagram of the proposed control structure.
5.2 Future Work
This research project has opened several doors for future work consideration. It
also included building a test bed that could be used as a platform for future active
steering research related projects.
As mentioned previously in this thesis, the effect of the pulse pattern parameter
on the vehicle dynamics required additional research. A proposed future work to
this research project is to conduct a study on optimizing the pulse pattern for
optimal vehicle dynamics. By doing so, all pulse parameters are assessed and an
optimal controller can be designed.
Another possible future work is concerning the proposed controller structure,
presented in the conclusions section of this thesis. The proposed controller needs
to be designed and evaluated through experiments using the test bed setup. It is
expected that the proposed controller, that allows for the pulse amplitude to be
modified during simulation runs, will give even better results than predefining the
pulse parameters.
Another future work to be considered, which is highly recommended, is to study
the integration of pulsed active steering alongside other active safety vehicle systems
such as the ESC. Research has shown that active safety systems working together
provide more stability and safer vehicles. It will be interesting to compare present
active safety system integrations with and without including pulsed active steering.
Finally, this work will eventually require to be assessed through a real vehicle
experiment setup. This will ensure that all factors of real driving, whether from
the vehicle or from the driver, are taken into consideration.
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Body Mass (kg) Ixx Iyy Izz Ixy Ixz Iyz
Vehicle Body 2077 330 1925 1925 0 110 0
Lumped mass 10 1.0 0.5 1.0 0 0 0
Tires 28 0.78 1.56 0.78 0 0 0
Table A.1: Inertia properties of vehicle model
Spring/Damper Stiffness (N/m) Free Length (m) Damping (Ns/m)
Front Corner (R/L) 48289 0.674 3075
Rear Corner (R/L) 30518 0.72 2331
Tires (all corners) 3.04× 105 0.355 500
Table A.2: Spring/damper properties of vehicle model
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State Variable Initial Value Description
vx(t) 20 Velocity of COM1 along x1 (m/s)
vy(t) 0 Velocity of COM1 along y1 (m/s)
vz(t) 0 Velocity of COM1 along z1 (m/s)
d
dt
s1(t) 0 Rate of front left suspension extension along z1 (m)
d
dt
s2(t) 0 Rate of front right suspension extension along z1 (m)
d
dt
s3(t) 0 Rate of rear left suspension extension along z1 (m)
d
dt
s4(t) 0 Rate of rear right suspension extension along z1 (m)
d
dt
yaw(t) 0 Yaw rate of COM1 about z1 (rad/s)
d
dt
pitch(t) 0 Pitch rate of COM1 about y1 (rad/s)
d
dt
roll(t) 0 Roll rate of COM1 about x1 (rad/s)
d
dt
φ1(t) 57.45 Spin rate of front left tire (rad/s)
d
dt
φ2(t) 57.45 Spin rate of front right tire (rad/s)
d
dt
φ3(t) 57.45 Spin rate of rear left tire (rad/s)
d
dt
φ4(t) 57.45 Spin rate of rear right tire (rad/s)
tanslipangleTire1 0 Slip angle of front left tire (rad)
longslipangleTire1 0 Slip ratio of front left tire
tanslipangleTire2 0 Slip angle of front right tire (rad)
longslipangleTire2 0 Slip ratio of front right tire
tanslipangleTire3 0 Slip angle of rear left tire (rad)
longslipangleTire3 0 Slip ratio of rear left tire
tanslipangleTire4 0 Slip angle of rear right tire (rad)
longslipangleTire4 0 Slip ratio of rear right tire
x(t) 0 Position of COM1 along x (m)
y(t) 0 Position of COM1 along y (m)
z(t) 0.8995 Position of COM1 along z (m)
s1(t) 0.5632 Position of front left lump mass from ground along z(m)
s2(t) 0.5632 Position of front right lump mass from ground along z(m)
s3(t) 0.5617 Position of rear left lump mass from ground along z(m)
s4(t) 0.5617 Position of rear right lump mass from ground along z(m)
yaw(t) 0 First 321 Euler Angle of (x1, y1, z1) frame (rad)
pitch(t) 0 Second 321 Euler Angle of (x1, y1, z1) frame (rad)
roll(t) 0 Third 321 Euler Angle of (x1, y1, z1) frame (rad)
φ1(t) 0 Rotation angle of front left tire (rad)
φ2(t) 0 Rotation angle of front right tire (rad)
φ3(t) 0 Rotation angle of rear left tire (rad)
φ4(t) 0 Rotation angle of rear right tire (rad)




Total vehicle mass kg 1530
Vehicle sprung mass kg 1430
Wheel base m 2.56
Track width (front) m 1.52
Track width (rear) m 1.59
Distance from center of gravity to front axle m 1.48
Distance from center of gravity to rear axle m 1.077
Height of center of gravity above ground m 0.432
Spring stiffness N/m 1.25e5
Vehicle moment of inertia w.r.t. x-axis kg.m2 584
Vehicle moment of inertia w.r.t. y-axis kg.m2 6129
Vehicle moment of inertia w.r.t. z-axis kg.m2 6022




B.1 Experiment Setup Components
Manufacturer Kollmorgen
Product Number 6SM47L-3000
Table B.1: Torque Motor
Manufacturer Anaheim Automation
Product Number BLY344D-48V-3200
Table B.2: Control Motor
Manufacturer US Digital
Product Number HB6M-2500-750-N-D-H
Table B.3: Optical Encoder
Manufacturer Emerson
Product Number LX-400
Table B.4: Torque Motor Amplifier
Manufacturer Advanced Motions Control
Product Number BX30A8




Table B.6: Control Motor Power Supply
Manufacturer Quanser
Product Number MultiQ-3
Table B.7: DAQ Board
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B.2 Gearbox Initial Design Algorithm








Define Amp and b/a of the 
desired pulsed signal, having 
them in the ranges:
Amp<180o
b/a>1
Are Amp and ϕ in 
the ranges:
160o ≥ ϕ ≥ 200o
10o ≥ Amp ≥50o  
Solve the following equation 
to get expression for λopt
Where,
and















Use tables in next 
page to obtain λopt
Select a fixed variable, 
recommended to be 
either l0 or l3 to be a 
constant
Use the constraint equations 
with λopt and the fixed 
variable to solve 6 unknowns 
from 6 nonlinear equations. 
Connect mechanism as shown
Constraint Equations
0sin)cos()( 0321  llll 
0sin)sin()( 321   lll
0)sin()cos()( 0312  lAmplll 
0)cos()sin()( 312  Amplll 
NOYES




Figure B.2: Tables to choose λopt for algorithm
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B.3 Control Motor Specifications
Figure B.3: Control motor detail and specifications
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